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ABOUT

AT

As

OF

FOR

FROM

worry… about

target…at

define….as

responsible for

prohibit…from

substitute X for Y 

compensate for 

concerned for (worried) 

sacrifice X for Y

different… from 

discourage… from 

mistaken X for Y 

adapted for 

allows for 

rates for ( not “of”)

Independent from 

isolated from 

regard…as

use of 

a sequence of 

as a result of 

in danger of

not so… as

descendent of 

approve/disapprove of 

be afraid of 

interaction of

so…. as to be

notable for

differ… from

think of…as see…as

plead guilty for .. failing

as…. as depict…as

acclaimed as

except for

as… as to defined…as

just as …, so … so X as to constitute Y such X as Y and Z
used as view X as Y as a means to

the same to….as to…

concern of 

a consequence of 

an instance of 

capable of 

X out of Y ( numbers)
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OVER

TO BE

THAT

TO

so… that

forbid…to

dispute over

believe…to be

claim to be

debate over…whether

estimate… to be

likely to be

hypothesis…that decided 

require that … be …

require…to

suggest that mandatory that

demand that doubt that

enough that

potential to

insist that proposed that

noted that

credit…to ( with money)

attempt to

attend to 

enable to 

compare to 

encourage to 

know to do…

extent to 

similar to 

X enough to Y

confirm to 

expect to 

persuade X to Y 

retroactive to 

subscribe to 

agree to (a plan or  

an action)

able to

appeal to ask… to

to monitor

in contrast to

seems to

prefer X to Y 

access to

so X that Y ordered that

compare to 

(used for dissimilar things)

ruled that

attribute X to Y

such that

contend that

superior…to
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WITH

 

concerned with 

(related/affiliated) 

agree with 

(person/idea)

combined X with Y 

(combined X and Y-also correct) 

associate… with contrast… with 

compare with 

(used for similar things) 

identical with

NO PREPOSITION

consider… (nothing)

ON

based on

determined by

distinguish….X from Y

range from X to Y

native (adjective)… to

fascinated by

distinguish between X and Y

native (noun) … of

centres on dependent on

depends on whether

BY

MORE THAN ONE 
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COMPARISONS AND LINKS

not only… but also

as vs like

from X to Y  

less X than Y/more X 

than Y 

not X but rather Y 

 

not so much X as Y

between …. and… 

more common among 

X 

than among Y 

no less was X than 

was Y

like vs such as…

just as… so too

more…..than ever

no less… than

the more… the –

not… but either …or

more… than; 

less…Than; 

better…than;

neither X nor Y both…X and Y

MISCELLANEOUS

EACH VS ALL OR BOTH

WHETHER VS IF

INSTEAD OF VS. RATHER THAN

declare X Y declare Y X 

modelled after

dispute whether 

resulting inindifferent towards

Use “each” when you want to emphasize the separateness of the items. 

Use “both” (for two things) or all (for more than two things) when you want to 

emphasize the togetherness of the items.

Use “whether” when there are two possibilities. 

Use “if” in conditional statements.

Use “Instead” when there is a substitution 

Use “Rather” when there is preference.
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